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Opportunity Obstacles Solution

My Mission Today: 
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Rail is one 

of the safest, 

most efficient, 

most sustainable 

ways to move freight

Safety
Fewer

Fatalities per 
Ton Mile than truck

Fewer
Injured persons per 
Ton Mile than truck

>99.99%
Hazmat moved by rail 
reaches its destination 

without release

Efficiency
470 miles

One ton of freight on 
one gallon of fuel

$740Bn
Private investment

in infrastructure 
1980-2020

>50%

Share of the North 
American railcar fleet 

owned by lessors

Sustainability
0.6%

Freight rail share of 
total U.S. greenhouse 

gas emissions

13.1Mn tons
Reduction in GHG 

emissions if 25% of truck 
traffic moved to rail

75%

Emissions reduction 
converting one load 

from truck to rail
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We are called to 

promote safety, 

efficiency, and 

sustainability…

we are called to 

champion rail

Up to 3X
Cash-to-cash cycle speeds

20-50%
Less inventory holdings

5-15% 
Lower supply chain costs

Businesses with best-in-class 
supply chains achieve
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Despite its advantages, rail is losing 

out to other modes of transportation
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RAIL

All Other 
Modes

~6 ppt modal 
share loss

OliverWyman 

estimates just 

holding current 

market share is 

worth over 

$170B

"If you have a load 

that doesn't need 

to be anywhere in 

a hurry, you put it 

on a train”



Rail’s opportunity is to increase

shipments ideal for its modal advantages
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Obstacles 
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Complexity ConsistencyCost



Consistency

Rail service varies making it 

difficult to plan around.

Cost, complexity, 

and consistency as 

the three headwinds 

hindering rail 

transportation

Complexity

Pervasive jargon, extensive regulations, 

and highly technical equipment can make 

rail transportation difficult to learn quickly

Cost

Secondary costs of rail transportation

(railcar ownership, RR fees, etc.) 

can be costly and difficult to anticipate
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Solutions: Trinity is building coalitions



Building coalitions with railroads

Increased 
Interior Width

Promotes Reduced 
Vehicle Damage

Improved ergonomics 
and promotes a safer 
working environment 
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Building coalitions with railroads

Improved thermal 
performance

Improved interior bulkheads 
and side wall construction 
to reduce damage

Improved fuel performance
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Building coalitions with shippers

Optimized side and 
roof design for 
increased capacity

5 ft. shorter than 
standard 5461 allows 
more car per unit train 

Corrugated sides for 
strength and efficiency
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Building coalitions with shippers

5K lb. weight reduction

Optimized design for 
conventional and 
insulated service

Manufacturing efficiencies
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Building coalitions with shippers

Dwell duration notifications

Detailed Reports

Fleet efficiency savings 
calculator



Shipment and railcar visibility

Enhanced safety

Simplified shipper experience 
and lower operational cost 
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Building coalitions with equipment owners



Building coalitions with equipment owners
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Shippers: 

Bring us to the table early 

to solve your biggest supply 

chain challenges

We all can 

do better
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Railroads and equipment providers: 

We need to listen to 

shippers to improve their 

experience on rail
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• Rail is one of the safest, most efficient, most 

sustainable ways to move freight and it 

deserves to be promoted.

• There are cost, complexity, and consistency

issues in rail that make it inaccessible for many 

shipments

• Tackling these big hurdles with support from 

your peers at shipper organizations, railroads, 

and equipment owners

Summary

Build Coalitions.  

Overcome Obstacles. 

Advance Rail.


